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ABSTRACT

The successful application of the holographic technique

for flow visualization is reported. The investigation was

conducted on the turbulent jet at the exit of a single

element oscillating jet nozzle. Both single and double

exposure holographic interferograms were employed to

determine for an unsteady (oscillating) turbulent jet, the

jet structure, spreading rates and the flapping phenomenon.

The structure of the steady jet was also investigated for

comparison purposes. The mean velocity profile measurements

of the oscillating and non-oscillating jet were also made

with the help of a laser Doppler anemometer and results were

compared with the theory and published results obtained by

ether methods.
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I INTRODUCTION

Holography has opened a new aspect of flow field

measurement in aerodynamic research. High power Q-Switched

and Dye-Switched lasers and sophisticated double-pulsing

trigger mechanisms provide exposure times on the order of

twenty nano-seconds, thereby freezing the flow during the

hologram production process.

Flow visualization by holography affords certain

advantages over other optical techniques due to the unique

properties of the holography. It was first determined by

Heflinger et al. (Reference 1) that in the case of

holography interf erometry a far less stringent requirement

is placed on the quality of the optical components, namely

non-precision optics may be used. Both interfering waves in

the case cf double exposure holography are equally distorted

by the imperfections of the optical parts. This permits

interference studies of large objects without high-quality

mirrors, windows, and light-dividing plates. The depth

focusing capability is another important property of

holography which can be useful for examining a specific

region of a flow field in detail or to defocus undesirable

effects. The angular viewing of the scene is probably the

most dramatic effect observed by the unaided eye and this

three-dimensionality can be a significant property of a

holographic interf erogram

.

Of the many techniques which have been investigated for

holographic flow visualization (References 2,3 and 4), each

includes some combination of the following: diffused or

direct source illumination, single or double exposure ; and

one or two holographic plates. In the double-exposure

technique, the first exposure (reference exposure) is

usually made with the object at rest and the second exposure

is made after the object has been disturbed. ("No flow"-flow





condition in this report) . As the object should not move

more than one-fifth of the laser's wavelength during each

exposure, most experiments in fluid flows require that the

exposure time be very short. The pulsed ruby laser is ideal

for this purpose since it produces a light pulse having a

duration on the order of 20 nano-seconds, which is fast

enough to freeze most events. Upon illuminating the

hologram, both reference and dynamic scene are

reconstructed, resulting in the interference of the two view

fields (Reference 5) . The interference fringes indicate the

areas and degree of dissimilarity between the two states of

the same object or flow field. The technique produces a

permanent record of the fringe system, which tends to be

sharp and of high contrast, thus producing an excellent

visual and qualitative view of the field. Use of a singly

exposed hologram does not sacrifice the potential of flow

field analysis because the hologram stores all cf the

information regarding the object flow field, and it can be

extracted in several ways. The hologram in the case of a

fluid flow field is a shadowgraph modulated by the

superposition of the reference wave front. The shadowgraph

information can be extracted by simply photographing the

recorded image using non-coherent light. Schlieren effects

are also obtainable with a single exposure. In the case of

single exposure holography relatively high quality optics

are needed.

In this report the holographic technique is used to

study the jet at the exit of a single-element oscillating

jet-nozzle in order to indicate visually the enhanced

spreading rate and structure of the oscillating jet and also

to determine how the jet is flapping from side to side.

Holograms of a steady jet were also taken for the comparison

of the two cases. Latest studies (Reference 6) indicate

that the oscillating jet nozzle may lead to shortening and

improvement in the performance of thrust augmenting ejector





devices. In addition, the oscillating nozzles may be of use

as fuel injectors on ram-jet configuration and numerous

other devices of practical significance.

The second part of this report covers the mean velocity

profile measurements of the oscillating and non-oscillating

turbulent jet using a laser Doppler anemometer. The major

advantages of a laser anaraometer are contactless velocity

probing and direct digital velocity display, independent of

the fluid temperature, pressure and density. The constituent

components of the anemometer included a 15 mW laser, an

integrated optical unit operating in a fringe mode, a

photomultiplier, and a signal processing electronic unit.

The flow was seeded with the smoke produced by heating

kerosene oil. The mean velocity measurements thus obtained

were compared with the theory and with the published results

obtained by the other conventional methods.
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II. HOLOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATION OF THE TUR3ULENT JET FOR FLOW

VISUALISATION

A- EXPER I MENIAL APPARATUS

1. Single element thrust augmenting nozzle

The investigation was conducted on the single element

oscillating jet nozzle. The nozzle was built of plexi-glass

and was constructed as shown in figures 1 and 2. The throat

dimension was 0.25 inches while the width was 2 inches and

the separation of the parallel wall diffuser section was

0.406 inches as shown in figure 3.

The two control ports of the bistable fluidic element

were connected to each other to cause the jet to oscillate

from one side to the other (Reference 6) . The basic

operation can be shown with the help of figure 4. Consider

the jet to be attached to the upper wall A, then , due to

the large amount of entrainment into the jet, the pressure

at the control port A is relatively low while the pressure

at the control port B is relatively high. Since the ports

are attached to each other, a compression wave travels from

port B to port A tending to raise the pressure there and

push the jet off the wall; simultaneously , an expansion

wave starts at port A and travels to port B , tending to

lower the pressure there and pull the jet onto wall B. Thus

if the fluidic element is well designed , the jet will

separate from wall A and attach to wall B and the process

repeats thereafter.

2. The holographic arrangement

The holographic arrangement is illustrated in figure 5

and shown in photographs included as figures 6,7,8 and 9.
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Three rigid tables were used as an experimental platform and

the nozzle was mounted on a separate stand to avoid nozzle

vibration interference. The monochromatic light source used

was a KORAD K1QP pulsed ruby laser, operating at a

wavelength of 6943 angstroms, together with a dye switch

device. The resultant effective exposure time was

approximately twenty nano-seconds, eliminating the distortion

problem due to the possible nozzle vibration during hologram

exposure. A LAUDA constant temperature circulation model K2R

was used to maintain the laser head and output etalon at a
o

constant temperature of 27 C.

The scene beam was routed through the nozzle outlet to

intersect the reference beam on the holographic plate at an

angle. The reference beam was routed through two mirrors,

arranged such that reference beam and scene beam path

lengths were equal. A diffuser glass mounted on a

translation table in the scene beam was used to produce

light-field holograms. Alignment of the dye switch laser and

system optics was accomplished using a continous wave, low

power Helium-Neon laser. To enable hologram production

during day time, the experimental set up was arranged in a

dark room.

B « EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

1 • laboratory technique

The experimental setup shown in figure 5 was used for

taking holograms. The coherence length of the source is of

great importance in holography.lt is necessary that the path

difference between any light beams meeting on a hologram not

exceed the length of coherence (Reference 7) . The coherence

length of pulsed ruby laser was approximately ten

12





centimeters for the output power utilized. This reduced the

normally critical requirement for pathlength equality in the

scene and reference beams that must be fulfilled in the

classical Mach-Zehnder interf erometric approach. A length of

string proved to be a sufficiently accurate measuring device

to maintain the two beam path lengths within the coherence

length of the laser.

Lasers emit narrow light beams several millimeters in

diameter. Therefore, a lens as shown in figure 5 was used to

expand the teams to desired diameter. The beam splitter

separated the expanded laser light beam into two branches.

Mirrors were used to vary the direction of light beams. The

dust particles that fall on optical instruments were cleaned

regularly because they produce secondary reflections

adversely affecting the quality of holograms.

Several techniques were used to improve upon flow

visualization of the jet. Single and double exposure

holograms were taken for comparison purposes. The transverse

mode selector aperture was varied from 1.0 mm to 2.0 mm,

with 0.5 mm increments; best lighting was obtained with the

use of 1.5 mm aperture. For double exposure holograms the

horizontal and vertical translations of the diffuser plate

and holograor plate were used, varying from 0.001 inches to

0.005 inches. The vertical and horizontal translations

yielded clear horizontal and vertical fringes, respectively.

In the double exposure technique a static-dynamic exposure

consisted of a no flow exposure,, a diffuser or hologram

plate translation, and finally an exposure with the jet

flow.

Holograms were produced on Agfa-Gaevert 8E75

holographic plates, 4 inches by 5 inches in size. The

development process included five minutes in Kodak D-19

developer, 30 seconds in a flowing water bath, five minutes

13





in standard fixer, one minute in a flowing water bath,

followed by immersion in Kodak Hypo-cleaning prior to

drying..

2- Photographic technique

To reconstruct the image from the hologram, various

methods can be employed. In the usual reconstruction method

the hologram is re-illuminated by a beam similar to the

original reference beam, as shown in figure 10 . Each

individual point on the photograph is produced by many

different non-parallel sets of rays originating from various

source points on the diffuser plate in the beam that was

used to construct the hologram. The spatial filtering

technigue which is shown in figure 11 allows a parallel set

of rays selected by the positioning of a small aperture at

the focal plane of the imaging lens. The resulting

photographs are simpler to analyze since the angles are

constant

.

The technigue employed in this work, which is easier to

achieve than the previous two methods, is an application of

the lensless focusing capability of the hologram. Figure 12

shows a hologram which is re-illuminated by a conjugate

reference beam of small diameter. The illuminated portion of

the hologram covers a small aperture, since the

reconstruction beam is of small size. The real image

produced in this manner possesses large depth of field.

In this investigation recontruction was made by

illuminating the hologram with a seven milliwatt continuous

wave Helium-Neon laser as a conjugate reference beam at a

wavelength of 6328 angstroms. There is slight distortion in

the reccnstructed scene because of the difference in

wavelength frcm the original scene beam. However, the effect

is almost cancelled by shrinkage of holographic-plate

14





emulsion during the development process. The arrangment

shown in figure 12 was used with the camera viewing screen

in the position of the real image. The hologram was moved

such that the best picture was obtained in the camera

screen. A Polaroid type 55 Positive-Negative film was used

with exposure times of from 0.2 to 0.5 seconds .

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the case of a free jet, except at low Reynolds

numbers, it is found that the jet becomes completely

turbulent at a short distance from the orifice. The critical

Reynolds number is startlingly low arid is determined to be

about 10 (Reference 8) . In the present experiment holograms

of the jet flow were taken at the nozzle exit velocities

ranging from 200 ft/sec to 500 ft/sec with a corresponding

Reynolds number range of 4X10 to 2.5X10. Hence the flow

under the consideration was essentially turbulent.

Flow visualization of a steady turbulent jet was first

studied by Bradshaw,et al. (Reference 9) , and schlieren

photographs of the turbulent jet were published in 1964. He

determined that viscosity influences jet turbulence

primarily by affecting the boundary layer shed from the

nozzle and that the boundary layer depends on contraction

upstream of the nozzle, as well as on the Reynolds number

based on the exit speed and diameter. S.C.Crow, et

al. (Reference 10) performed gualitative experiments with a

water jet over a wide range of Reynolds numbers and reported

orderly structure of the turbulent jet. Their results can be

summarized with the help of figure 13. The first sign of

instability was the sinuous, whiplash motion sketched in

figure 13(a). The remaining parts of the figure show the

effect of changing Reynolds number on the instability. As

the Reynolds number advances, the sinuous column coils into

15





a corkscrew shape (b) , then tightens and forms bulbous lobes

like a crankshaft (c) , and finally breaks into a train of

axisymmetric puffs at the Reynolds number of the order of

10. The photographs of the holograms of a steady turbulent

jet for this experiment are shown as figures 14, 15 and 16.

figures 14 and 15 represent double exposed holograms and

Figure 15 is a single exposure. The axisymmetric puff

structure is clearly visible from the double exposed

holograms, due to the contrast . The other kind of

axisymmetric structure which is visible in the photographs

is the pattern of surface ripples on the boundaries of the

jet column. It is also observed from comparing these figures

that the surface ripples shorten as Reynolds number

increases. The crescent like shape of waves at the

downstream of the jet is also observed in figure 16 and is

due to the fact that the wave is retarded by the ambient air

on both sides.

The hclograms of the unsteady (oscillating) turbulent

jet are shown as figures 17 through 23. These holograms

clearly show that the jet is indeed flapping from side to

side when the fluidic control ports of the nozzle are

interconnected. This behavior of the jet was observed with

schlieren methods as reported by Hermann Viets in Reference

6. The single exposure holograms of the oscillating jet

shown as figures 17 and 18 show clearly the mixing between

the jet flow and the entrained air. Distinct vortex puffs of

jet air and pockets of entrainment air are visible in these

photographs, thus showing a better mixing rate than for the

steady jet. Figures 16 and 18 represent the holograms of the

non-oscillating and oscillating jets respectively, at the

same exit condition (same nozzle stagnation pressure) . It is

interesting to notice from these figures that the flapping

jet retains the same symmetric structure as that of the

steady jet. It was also observed in this investigation, and

is evident from the oscillating jet holograms, that in all

16





cases the jet was at either of the two extreme flapping

positions. Since the exposure time of the holograms was on

the order of tens of nano-seconds, which is fast enough to

freeze the flew, this behavior could be possible only if the

time of the jet when it is attached to the walls is much

greater (in order of magnitude) than the time it takes

flapping frcm one side to the other. In ether words this

means that the jet remains attached to the wall for some

interval of time until the bistable fluidic element raises

the pressure there and rapidly pushes it to the other side.

The sinusoidal pattern of waves in the oscillating jet as

demonstrated by Hermann Viets ,et al. (Reference 11) , was

also not observed due to the short exposure time of the

hologram. The crescent like wave structure at downstream of

the jet,as observed, for the case of the steady jet, is also

visible in the holograms of the oscillating jet.

The spreading rate of the jet, defined as the half

angle of the spread fan, was measured at different flow

conditions and is plotted in figure 24. The half spread

angle remained constant at about 10. This result shows that

the assumption in Tollmien's theory that the spread rate of

the turbulent jet increases linearly with the distance along

the axis of the jet is a realistic one. Tollmien applied

Prandtl's mixing length theory to solve the turbulent jet

mixing problems (Reference 12) . In the case of the unsteady

(oscillating) turbulent jet the spread angle was measured to

be about 20 degrees, about double the spreading rate of the

non-oscillating jet. The spread rate is plotted in figure 25

17





Ill WEAN VELOCITY PROFILE INVESTIGATION

A. THEORY OF STEADY TWO-DIMENSIONAL TUR3ULENT FREE JETS

Qualitatively turbulent jet flow resembles that flow in

laminar jets (Reference 13) but there are large quantitative

differences which are due to much larger turbulent friction.

Free turbulent flows are much simpler for mathematical

analysis than flows along a wall, because turbulent friction

is much larger than laminar friction in the whole region of

a free turbulent jet . Hence, laminar friction may be

wholly neglected in this analysis, which is not the case for

the flow along the wall. It is also observed that the

problems in free turbulent jet flow are of a boundary-layer

nature, because the region in which a solution is desired

does not extend far in a transverse direction as compared

with the main direction of flow; and that the transverse

gradients are larger. The boundary-layer equation for the

two-dimensional case is

where V denotes the kinematic viscosity , and LL and if

represent components of velocity in the X and y
directions as shown in figure 26. The pressure terms are

dropped in the equation because in the free-jet flow it is

permissible to assume that the pressure remains constant in

the axisymmetric region.

In order to obtain the equation for steady mean flow in

the turbulent jet it is convenient to separate the flow into

a mean motion and into fluctuating or eddy motion. Denoting

the time average of the d-component of velocity by IX> and

its velocity of fluctuation by 16 , where the mean will be

18





taken over a sufficient long period of time "t, , we writ<

down the followng relations for the velocity components

u= a + u .
v-=v + v Zj

and

77 -J- Ui dta

t

By substituting equation (2) into equation (1)r and

simplifying, the two-dimensional steady mean flow equation

can be written as:

u. SS + v lit __J_(uV;
i°>

The momentum balance equation, obtained by integrating

equation (3) over the boundary layer thickness o , gives:

(Reference 14)

S

i (i) a
3
= o

Since It =0 on the edge of the jet, this result may be

written as

s

oLx )

o

u <L\

which implies,

s

;
n

l
Ju s X Mt a Cohsiant <4;
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where Mo is the (constant) momentum flux at the origin of

the jet exit .

Now from Prandtls hypothesis and experimental results

it is known that for free flows, such as jets or wakes, the

exchange coefficient or virtual kinematic viscosity,

defined by

G - - *t£ c5>

a a,

is almost independent of U . According to Prandtls

hypothesis ,

where ^mcoc and ^*»m are tiie maximum and minimum

velocities in the crosssection (Reference 13,14). In the

case of two-dimensional turbulent free jets

so £ is a function of X only (Reference 13). Thus

equation (5) implies that

Substituting equation (8) into equation (3) , the equation of

20





iean flow becomes

Let us recall the stream function ^ , which is defined by

and substitute it into equation (9) , obtaining the equation

of motion, in terras of mean stream function ^b , as

Bf bV _ 1* 3!l' _ goo ^ ( l0;

Now let us change the independent variable X to A ,

where

X = feOOotx .

(")

Then equation (10) becomes

("*>

Eguation (12) has the same form as the laminar jet equation

with u =1. The solution of equation (12) is therefore.

21





(Reference 14) ,

y _. IC XtanR(^,J (
l3a

;

and

where

g ^J* and C-(^-)

uThe constant iA a ,the momentum flux ? can be calculated at

the origin.

In order to obtain the mean velocity in terras of actual

co-ordinates (x,y) we use the results of equations (6) and

(7) and obtain

r __ C X cohere. £ ~ Constant

Substituting the above result into equation (11) one obtains

Substituting eguation (14) into (13) ,the velocity profile

22





iay be written as

UL ?mfs~tm ^
3X

where

e =

is a dimensionless constant which is determined

experimentally to te about 10.

B- EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

1 • Laser Doppler An. emom e t er

The DISA 55L Laser Doppler Anemometer Mark II was used

to measure the mean velocities in this experiment. A Doppler

anemometer measures the velocity of a target, generally a

moving fluid, by observing the frequency shift in the

scattered light due to the velocity of the target. The

Doppler freguency is measured by mixing the shifted signal

beam with the original reference beam and observing the

beats between them. This measuring technique therefore

requires that the flow medium be translucent and contain

particles which scatter light as shown in figure

27 (a). Figure 27(b) shows the geometry of this principle.

The unit vectors C^ and &
s are defined in the direction

of the incident and scattered light waves, respectively,

and V represents the velocity of the particle.

23





The frequency relationship between a scattered light

wave and the light wave from which it originates is given by

the eguation (Reference 15) :

f.~fc 7\

where

+ = Frequency of scattered light

's

J- = frequency of incident light

A - Wave length of incident light

V= Velocity vector of particle

A
£ = Unit vector in scattering direction

A
&.- Unit vector in incident direction
V

The freguency shift is equal to the Doppler freauency,

+

f- f-f.J
t> S c

(Z
}

From equation (1) and (2) , one determines

/A A \

L A
&

The above equation indicates that the Doppler frequency is

directly proportional to the particle velocity.

?A





Figure 28 shows a typical arrangement of optics in

laser anemometry. The anemometer uses two incident beams

where the team intersection forms the point of measurement

in the flow. The scattered light is collected by the

photomultiplier. Equation (3) can be rewritten for two

intersecting beams as :

£ = L V Z Sin &
71

z,

where V is the component of local flow velocity and Q is

the angle cf beam intersection. The above equation can be

simplified into:

v= c £

where

V^ = Calibration factor in M/sec/MHz and is given by

Major features of the Mark II Anemometer are

contactless velocity probing and digital velocity display

directly in meters/sec, independently of fluid temperature.
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pressure and density when the correct setting of the

calibration factor is used.

C. EX PEFI MENTAL PROCEDURE

A line diagram of the arrangement used for the jet

velocity measurements is shown in figure 29 and the

photographs cf the experimental setup are included as

figures 30 and 31. The optical anemometer components shown

in figure 29, except the data processing equipment, were

mounted on a rigid platform, isolated from the nozzle to

avoid nozzle vibration interference. The laser and

integrated optical unit were mounted on an optical bench for

better alignment. The nozzle was attached to an accurate

vertical traversing mechanism driven by an electric motor to

facilitate velocity survey across the jet.

The air in the jet flow was seeded with the smoke

produced by heating kerosene oil in a smoke generator. The

smoke generator, shown in figure 32 , was pressurized and

contained six separately controlled bottles to cater to the

varying seeding requirements, because the particle

concentration decreased with axial and transverse distance

due to entrainment. A 15 mK Helium-Neon laser provided the

high intensity collimated light beam, which was split into

two beams of equal intensity by the integrated optical unit

described in Reference 5. The angle between the beams was

varied and a value of 15.8 degrees was used with a 30 cm

lens for this experiment. The light collecting system

consisted of a single 30 cm lens and a variable field stop

device mounted on an extension to the photomultiplier

housing.
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D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION^

A comprehensive experimental and theoretical

investigation of the bulk properties of turbulent,

incompressible air jets issuing into stationary ambient air

was presented by Sforza et al., in Reference 16. The flow

fields of such jets were found to be characterized by three

distinct regions of the axis velocity decay (figure 33).

These regions may be classified as follows:

1. Potential core(PC) region: In this region the mixing

initiated at the jet boundaries has not yet penetrated the

entire flow field, thus leaving a region that is

characterized by a constant axis velocity close to the jet

exit velocity.

2. Characteristic decay (CD) region; In this region axis

velocity decay is dependent upon the orifice configuration

of the jet nozzle, and the velocity profiles are

non-axisy mate trie.

3. Axi symmetric type decay (AD) region: The axis

velocity decay in this region is axisymmetric in nature

independent cf the orifice geometry. The velocity profiles

in this region are found to be similar to those predicted by

theory (Equation 15).

The above regions for the single element nozzle used in

this investigation were calculated from the results of

Reference 16 and are labelled in Figure 33. In order to

verify the existence of these regions, a centerline velocity

survey was made and is presented in figure 34.

The centerline velocity survey indicates much shorter
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potential core and characteristic decay regions than the

results obtained from Reference 16. This disagreement is due

to the fact that the nozzle (Figure 3) under investigation

had a fluidic element at the exit which enhanced the mixing

in the downstream region.

The mean velocity profile surveys of the steady

turbulent jet in the axisymmetric region were made at

downstream axial distances of 15 era and 40 cm. These

profiles are shown in figures 35 and 36. Figure 37 is a

result of a pitot tube survey at 15 cm. A nondimensionalized

plot (figure 38) of the mean velocity profiles of figures 35,

36, and 37 was made to show the axisymmetric characteristic

of the mean velocity decay and also to compare the

experimental results with the theory and other published

results (Reference 12). Velocity measurements near the jet

boundary were not possible with the laser Doppler anemometer

due to the mixing of entrained air with the jet flow, which

decreased the smoke particles concentration and caused poor

validation rates.

Mean velocity profile surveys of the unsteady

(oscillating) jet were also made at the downstream distances

of 15 and 40 cm from the exit and are presented in figures

39 and 40, respectively. The survey results demonstrate

double peak velocity profiles, as reported in Reference 6.

This type of profile can be explained and is due to the

fact, previously illustrated by the holograms, that in the

case of unsteady (oscillating) flow the jet remains attached

to either side of the wall for some time and then quickly

(comparatively shorter interval of time) flaps to the

opposite side. The velocity profile peaks get farther apart

as the distance from the jet exit increases (figures 39 and

40) and is due to the spreading of the jet as discussed in

the earlier portion of this thesis. The difference in the

peak velocity magnitudes, as seen in figures 39 and 40, is
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caused by the fact that the jet tends to stay at one side

for a longer duration than on the other side. This could be

caused by the design of the fluidic element of the nozzle

which controls the flapping phenomenon. For the same nozzle

exit conditicn and downstream distance, the mean velocities

of the unsteady jet are observed to be smaller in magnitude

than that of the steady jet due to the enhanced mixing rates

of the unsteady jet. Comparison of the mean velocity

profile of the oscillating jet with other published results

was not made because in the case of the oscillating jet the

spreading and mixing rates are strongly dependent on the

type of the fluidic element used (Reference 6).

/
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I V . CONCLUSIONS

The holographic technique for the flow visualization

has been applied successfully to the study of structure,

spreading rates of the steady and unsteady turbulent jet and

the flapping phenomenon of the oscillating jet. The

Dye-Switch Laser used in this investigation has a light

pulse duration of about 20 nano-seconds which is fast enough

to freeze the flow field during the hologram construction

process. The holograms of the turbulent air jet obtained

during this investigation were of better quality than the

photographs obtained by the other flow visualisation

techniques. The mean velocity profile measurements obtained

by the laser Doppler anemometer compared well with the

theory and published results. The seeding requirements for

the laser Doppler anemometer proved to be the most critical

since the particle concentration decreased with the axial

and transverse distance. In order to obtain velocities at

the edge cf the jet, seeding of the entrained air should be

tried in further investigation on jet velocity profile. It

may be concluded from present velocity survey results that

the laser Doppler anemometer can be conveniently used in jet

flows and can attain precision of measurements at least as

good as available alternatives.
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